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Solution

Graph paper is a symbol of
precision, just like the victorinox
knife wich is a symbol of perfection.
I love the idea that someone could
buy the knife as a present to a
person who he consider perfect: a
present that lasts forever!
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What does your design show?

simple thin lines in a perfect position: sometime it's enough!
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What is the unique idea about your design?

Perfection is something hard to define, but there's always something that could represents the
idea of perfection. In the design world there are many symbols of this idea of perfection. Most of
the time a creative in the design field asks himself: "what can I do better, improve etc". in certain
cases the answer is: NOTHING, because the object is already perfect!
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Is there a special story behind your design?

I began to draw when graph paper still exists, now we go with CAD: a lot changed in design, but
some thing remains just like the swiss knife!
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Creative's profile

MatteoCesano
ARCHITECT
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